
My Garage Sale!

1. Number

2. Noun - Plural

3. Color

4. Color

5. Adjective

6. Room In House

7. Number

8. Animal

9. Name Of Brand Or Company - Mcdonalds Walmart Etc

10. Plural Clothing

11. Color

12. Noun - Plural

13. Animal

14. Season

15. Plural Clothing

16. Number

17. Number

18. Noun - Plural

19. Color

20. Plural Shape - Dots Triangles Lines Etc

21. Plural Part Of Body

22. Adjective

23. Easy Or Hard
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24. Family Member Plural - Brothers Sisters Grandmas Dads

25. Number

26. Number

27. Place

28. Plural Animal

29. Adjective

30. Number

31. Same Animal Plural

32. Adjective

33. Adjective

34. Color

35. Color

36. Color

37. Body Part

38. Adjective

39. Number

40. Number

41. Plural Clothing

42. Number

43. Size - Big Small Huge Tiny

44. Color

45. Noun

46. Body Part

47. Liquid

48. Occupation Ending With Ing - Painting Singing Gardening



49. Number

50. Noun

51. Verb Plural

52. Noun

53. Adjective

54. Verb

55. Girls Or Boys

56. Verb Ending In Ing

57. Plural Animal

58. Family Member Plural - Brothers Sisters Grandmas Dads

59. Number



My Garage Sale!

I will be having a garage sale this weekend! Everyone is invited!

Here is a list of items up for grabs:

number identical Noun - Plural , both are color with color trim. Practically

Adjective and perfect for a room in house .

Take both for number dollars ( or will trade for a animal  )

A pair of name of brand or company - mcdonalds walmart etc plural clothing in color , new with the

Noun - Plural still attached. Has their animal logo on the back. These go perfectly with a pair of

season plural clothing .

Asking number dollars ( I paid number hundred for these in the store! )

A set of old Noun - Plural from the early 70's. They are brown with color plural shape - dots 

triangles lines etc . One is missing some plural part of body , the other is partially Adjective . Very

ancient and easy or hard to find. It was my great family member plural - brothers sisters grandmas dads .

Selling for number hundred dollars FIRM. ( They are worth over number bucks in the

place ! )

A



box of baby plural animal . To a Adjective home only! Up to number per person, must

have a love for animals. These same animal plural are friendly, Adjective and Adjective .

They are all color except one, he is a rare color with color markings. One was born

without a body part . They won't bite but love to Adjective . Ready to go now.

Asking number dollars each and number for the rare one.

A used pair of pink plural clothing . These were only worn number times and have a very

size - big small huge tiny color stain in the shape of a Noun near the left body part .

This could be treated with extra strength liquid and some salt to get it out. A great pair for a child's first

day of occupation ending with ING - painting singing gardening .

I'll let them go for only number dollars.

Last, I have a brand new Noun that still verb plural and a matching Noun . It has been

used but in Adjective condition. These are great to bring along on a verb trip or out with the

girls or boys . They are also fun to use in the water if you like verb ending in ING . plural animal

just love it! family member plural - brothers sisters grandmas dads would need supervision using this.

Asking number thousand dollars.

I hope you have fun at my garage sale!
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